Overview

The expanded use of the Internet has facilitated rapid advances in communications, systems control, and information sharing. Those advances have created enormous opportunities for society, commerce and trade to grow and adapt to near-real time access to each to information services.

Related to that growth, however, has been the intrusion of criminal actors who take advantage of the same services to commit traditional types of crimes in innovative ways that exceed by many magnitudes previous scales of theft, fraud, intimidation, and extortion. What began as disassociated efforts of individuals seeking attention or personal gain, has since become organized and syndicated activities.

Those criminal activities offer speed and (some) anonymity with techniques that are difficult to keep pace with in traditional investigative methods. To address these challenges, law enforcement investigators and prosecutors, and corporate incident responders and risk management executives collaborated to create the Cyber Investigation Body of Knowledge – as a standard of practice to align law enforcement and corporate understanding and approaches in investigation and response.
Objectives.

An overview of the knowledge, skills and techniques required by law enforcement and corporate security officers (and executives) to understand how to identify, respond, and investigate cybercrimes will be covered including:

1. Popularizing and promoting a commonsense approach concerning consistent international cybercrime investigations, not dependent upon the laws of each country.
2. Offering a detailed demonstration of the positioning of other systematized customary practices, project management, computer science and digital forensics within the scope of cybercrime investigations.
3. Characterizing and demonstrating the content that should be put into practice in cybercrime investigations.
4. Presenting means to utilize the topics covered in this body of knowledge of cybercrime investigations collected from experienced professionals.
5. To provide a framework for developing training curricula and individual knowledge and skills pertaining to duties of investigators and responders.
Topics

This 4-hour course will provide a high-level introduction to the following topics:

- Introduction to CIBOK
- Cybercrime and its Investigation
- Types of Cybercrimes
- Artifacts of Cybercrime
- Scope of Cybercrime
- Sources of Evidence
- Methods of Evidence Collection
- Methods of Evidence Analysis
- Incident Resolution
- Cybercrime Information Sharing
- Management Framework

Who should take this course

This course is designed as an executive introduction for law enforcement investigators and prosecutors, and corporate auditors and incident handlers who may be tasked with related risk and compliance assessments and mitigation.

What participants will be provided

Participants will be provided with a copy of the CIBOK First Edition©, a course manual, and reference materials.

Trainers

Dr. Shane Shook is a well-known veteran of information security and response engagements with nearly 30 years of experience spanning government and industry issues. He has led forensic analysts and provided expert testimony in many of the most notorious breaches involving financial services, healthcare, retail, hospitality, transportation, energy, automotive, and entertainment corporate (and government) systems. He has also served as expert witness in related federal, civil and commercial disputes. He currently serves on the advisory boards of several emerging security technology companies.